Pac ifi c Co ast Tu g & B arge
C ase S t udy

The 7 Secrets of CEOs in Supply Chain
Technology in Logistics and Supply Chain —
the jargon is everywhere. But it seems risky and
expensive—how can you make the leap from concept to action? Can you jump ahead of the competition and make logistics part of your competitive
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1.If it moves—it costs you money. Keep
track and locate your costs as close to
REAL TIME as you can—on land, on
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Masters do their forms
‘on-line’ for daily reporting. The benefit would be more efficient access and
timely operational information, a huge
leap for business operations in a very
competitive market. It sounds pretty
simple though this all had to be done
via wireless communication links within
a defined bandwidth budget.

As a Result
The tug and barge company
will be adding email messaging to augment voice radio.
Future enhancements may include RFID RTLS for inbound
supply chain, cross dock materials managed with wireless
devices to improve efficiency.

MOBILE Fusion™ fast, seamless, affordable

2.Optimize your revenue stream—if you
make money from something that
moves—know where it is and for how
long—as close to REAL TIME as you
can.
3.REAL TIME means ‘Going Mobile’ with
streamlined on-line forms on wireless
devices that allow for Daily Reporting—
4.Daily Reporting of costs and revenues
means daily business close which increases cash flow and working capital
5.Full ERP Integration is required—the
data needs to ‘go somewhere’ and
you need to hire a company that
knows operations as much as the data
and wireless technology
6.You will find savings you never thought
you would find.
7.Don’t underestimate the role of change
management when implementing new
technology. Top down mandates never
work—everyone has to buy in and be
involved.
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